(i) A Horn implication is a formula of the form (X −• Y ).
(ii) A ⊕-Horn implication is a formula of the form 
LL rules used in cut-free derivations for Horn sequents
In Table 1 we collect all the inference rules of Linear Logic that can be used in cut-free derivations for Horn sequents. (ii) "Right rules": R⊗.
The intuitionistic shape of the rules selected in Table 1 is caused by the fact that a sequent of the form W, Γ, !∆ ⊢ is not derivable in linear logic -simply replace all propositions with the constant 1l. 
The Inference Rules of Horn Linear Logic
The inference rules of the Horn Linear Logic HLL are given in Table 2 . Table 2 : Horn Linear Logic HLL. Both ⊗ and ⊕ are assumed to be commutative and associative.
1. 4 The proof of Theorem 1.1: From LL derivations to HLL derivations.
Given a cut-free derivation for the sequent
by induction we will simulate each of the LL rules in Table 1 with the HLL rules from Table 2 .
Rule L−• and the like (i) An (R⊗)-rule of the form (here π 1 and π 2 are proofs that have been already constructed by induction with rules from Table 2 ):
R⊗ is simulated with the HLL rules from Table 2 :
(ii) An (L−•)-rule of the form (here π 1 and π 2 are proofs that have been already constructed by induction with rules from Table 2 ):
is simulated with the HLL rules from Table 2 :
The remaining LL rules, save for L⊕ and L−•⊕, are processed by the same token.
Challenging L⊕ and L−•⊕
The main difficulties we meet with the rule L⊕ (and related to it L−•⊕) are that the positions at which these rules are applied in the given cut-free LL derivation might have happened very far from each other. First, we have to contract the distance between their positions by pushing L⊕ downwards in accordance with Lemma 1.1 to make the application positions of L⊕ and L−•⊕ adjacent : 
Proof. We consider all points of interaction between the rule L⊕ and other rules.
(a) A combination: "first L⊕, then L−•," of the form (here π 0 , π 1 and π 2 are proofs):
can be replaced with the following combination: "first L−•, then L⊕:"
"first L⊕, then R⊗," of the form (here π 0 , π 1 and π 2 are proofs):
can be replaced with the following combination: "first R⊗, then L⊕:"
The appropriate 'commuting conversions' for the remaining combinations: "first L⊕, then . . . " can be constructed in a similar way.
Completing L⊕ and L−•⊕
According to Lemma 1.1, in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, it suffices to take a piece of the derivation where the rules L⊕ and L−•⊕ are sitting in the adjacent positions so that the rule L−•⊕ is 6 applied just after the rule L⊕:
and simulate it with the HLL rules from Table 2 as follows:
2 From HLL to tree-like Horn programs
As computational counterparts of Horn sequents, we will consider tree-like Horn programs with the following peculiarities:
Definition 2.1 A tree-like Horn program is a rooted binary tree such that (a) Every edge of it is labelled by a Horn implication of the form (X −• Y ).
(b) The root of the tree is specified as the input vertex. A terminal vertex, i.e. a vertex with no outgoing edges, will be specified as an output one.
(c) A vertex v with exactly two outgoing edges (v, w 1 ) and (v, w 2 ) will be called divergent. These two outgoing edges should be labelled by Horn implications with one and the same antecedent, say (X −• Y 1 ) and (X −• Y 2 ), respectively. Now, we should explain how such a program P runs for a given input W .
Definition 2.2
For a given tree-like Horn program P and any simple product W , a strong computation is defined by induction as follows:
We assign a simple product
to each vertex v of P in such a way that (a) For the root v 0 , VALUE(P, W, v 0 ) = W.
(b) For every non-terminal vertex v and its son w with the edge (v, w) labelled by a Horn implica-
is defined and, for some simple product V :
Otherwise, VALUE(P, W, w) is declared to be undefined. 7 Definition 2.3 For a tree-like Horn program P and a simple product W , we say that
if for each terminal vertex w of P , VALUE(P, W, w) is defined and
We will describe each of our program constructs by Linear Logic formulas. Namely, we will associate a certain formula A to each edge e of a given program P , and say that "This formula A is used on the edge e."
Definition 2.4 Let P be a tree-like Horn program.
(a) If v is a non-divergent vertex of P with the outgoing edge e labelled by a Horn implication A, then we will say that "Formula A itself is used on the edge e."
(b) Let v be a divergent vertex of P with two outgoing edges e 1 and e 2 labelled by Horn implications
, respectively. Then we will say that "Formula A is used on e 1 ." and "Formula A is used on e 2 ." where formula A is defined as the following ⊕-Horn implication:
Definition 2.5 A tree-like Horn program P is said to be a strong solution to a Horn sequent of the form W, ∆, !Γ ⊢ Z if for each terminal vertex w of P , VALUE(P, W, w) is defined and VALUE(P, W, w) ∼ = Z. and (a) For every edge e in P , the formula A used on e is drawn either from Γ or from ∆.
(b) Whatever path b leading from the root to a terminal vertex we take, each formula A from ∆ is used once and exactly once on this path b.
We prove that the Horn fragment of Linear Logic is complete under our computational interpretation. Table 2 ) for a Horn sequent of the form
Theorem 2.1 (Fairness) Given an HLL derivation (with the rules from
we can construct a tree-like Horn program P which is a strong solution to the given sequent.
Proof. For a given HLL derivation, running from its leaves (axioms) to its root, we assemble a tree-like Horn program P by induction. Below we consider all cases related to the rules from Table 2 .
Case of Rule I. The elementary program from Figure 1 (a), with its single vertex, will be a strong solution to any sequent of the form X ⊢ X.
• 
Case of Rule M. Suppose that P , with the input X, is a strong solution to a sequent of the form
Then as a Horn program P ′ we take the same P but with a larger input (X ⊗ V ), so that, for any vertex w (see Figure 2) :
It is easily verified this Horn program P ′ is a strong solution to the sequent
Case of Rule ⊕-H. Suppose that P 1 and P 2 are strong solutions to sequents of the form
respectively. Now a Horn program P ′ can be assembled with the help of the following operation of Strong Forking (see Figure 3) : (a) First, we create a new input vertex v 0 . It is easily verified this Horn program P ′ is a strong solution to the sequent
Case of Rule Cut. Suppose that P 1 and P 2 are strong solutions to sequents of the form
respectively. Now we can construct a Horn program P ′ with the help of the following operation of Composition (see Figure 4) : (a) We glue each output vertex of P 1 to the root of a copy of the program P 2 . It is clear that such a Horn program P ′ is a strong solution to the sequent
The rest of the Cases. Given a Horn program P 0 that is a strong solution to a sequent representing the premise for one of the remaining rules, the same Horn program P 0 can be considered as a strong solution to the corresponding conclusion sequent.
FYI: Encoding Minsky Machines
The well-known non-deterministic n-counter machines are defined as follows.
Minsky machines deal with n counters that can contain non-negative integers. The current value of an m-th counter will be represented by the variable x m . This value (a) can be increased by 1, which is represented by the assignment operation x m := x m + 1; (b) or can be decreased by 1, which is represented by the assignment operation x m := x m − 1; Definition 3.1 The program of an n-counter machine M is a finite list of instructions
Each of these instructions is of one of the following five types:
where L i and L j are labels, and i ≥ 1.
Definition 3.2 An instantaneous description (configuration) is a tuple:
where L is a label, c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n are the current values of our n counters, respectively. A computation of a Minsky machine M is a (finite) sequence of configurations
such that each move (from K t to K t+1 ) can be performed by applying an instruction from the program of machine M .
The Main Encoding
In our encoding we will use the following literals: (i) r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m , . . . , r n
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(ii) l 0 , l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l i , . . . , l j , . . .
Each instruction I from the list of instructions (1)- (4) of Definition 3.1 will be axiomatized by the corresponding Linear Logic formula ϕ I in the following way:
For a given machine M , its program
is axiomatized by a multiset Φ M as follows:
In addition, for every m, by K m we mean the multiset consisting of one Horn implication:
(κ m −• l 0 ) and the following (n − 1) killing implications:
We set that
We will prove that an exact correspondence exists between arbitrary computations of M on inputs
. . , k n and derivations for a sequent of the form
More precisely, taking into account our complete computational interpretation for sequents of this kind (Theorem 2.1), we will prove an exact correspondence between arbitrary computations of M on inputs
. . , k n and tree-like strong solutions to this sequent
will be represented in Linear Logic by a simple tensor product
FYI: From computations to tree-like Horn programs
Lemma 3.1 For given inputs k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n , let M be able to go from the initial configuration (L 1 , k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) to the halting configuration (L 0 , 0, 0, . . . , 0). Figure 5(a) ) leading from the initial configuration K 0 :
Then we can construct a tree-like Horn program P , which is a strong solution to the sequent
to the halting configuration K t :
Running from the beginning of this sequence of configurations to its end, we will construct a tree-like Horn program P , which is a strong solution to the sequent
and has the following peculiarities (See Figure 5( a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ) 
(ii) and, moreover, there exists a branch of P , we call it main:
such that for each vertex v u from this main branch:
We construct the desired program P by induction: The root v 0 of P is associated with the initial configuration K 0 :
Let v u be the terminal vertex of the fragment of P (that has already been constructed), associated with the current configuration K u :
The move from K u to K u+1 is simulated in the following way: (a) If this move is performed by applying an assignment operation instruction I from the list of instructions (1)- (3) of Definition 3.1, then we create a new edge (v u , v u+1 ) and label this new edge by the corresponding Horn implication ϕ I , getting for this new terminal vertex v u+1 : Figure 6 shows the case where this instruction I is of the form L i :
(b) Let the foregoing move be performed by applying a ZERO-test instruction I of the form (4)
The definability conditions of this move provide that a m = 0.
We extend the fragment of P (that has already been constructed) as follows (See Figure 7) : First, we create two new outgoing edges (v u , v u+1 ) and (v u , w u ), and label these new edges by the Horn implications
respectively. It is readily seen that
Then, we create a chain of t u new edges
where
and label these new edges by such Horn implications from K m as to kill all occurrences of literals r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r m−1 , r m+1 , . . . , r n , (c) For all non-terminal vertices w ′ of P that are outside the main branch, VALUE(P, W 0 , w ′ ) is proved to be of the form VALUE(P, W 0 , w ′ ) ∼ = (κ m ⊗ (r a 1 1 ⊗ r a 2 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ r a n n )).
(d) Finally, the following sequence of configurations (See Figure 5 )
is proved to be a successful computation of M leading from the initial configuration K 0 :
to the halting configuration
Let v u be the current vertex on the main branch we are searching for, and, according to the inductive hypothesis, let VALUE(P, W 0 , v u ) be of the form
There are the following cases to be considered.
(a) Suppose that v u is a non-divergent vertex with the only son which will be named v u+1 . According to the definability conditions for our program P , the single outgoing edge (v u , v u+1 ) cannot be labelled but by a Horn implication A from Φ M . Moreover,
for some instruction I of the form (1)-(3) from Definition 3.1. Let this instruction I be of the form
Then we have (See Figure 6 ):
(and, hence, a 1 ≥ 1). Performing the foregoing instruction I, machine M can move from the current configuration a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ), to the next configuration
The remaining cases are handled similarly.
(b)
The crucial point is where v u is a vertex with two outgoing edges, say (v u , v u+1 ) and (v u , w u ), labelled by Horn implications A 1 and A 2 , respectively. (See Figure 7) It means that the implication used at this point of program P must be a ⊕-Horn implication A from Φ M of the form
and, in addition,
2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ r a m m ⊗ · · · ⊗ r a n n )). Let us examine the descendants of the vertex w u .
Taking into account the definability conditions, any edge (w 1 , w 2 ), such that w 1 is a descendant of w u , cannot be labelled but by a Horn implication from K m .
So we can conclude that for all non-terminal descendants w ′ of the vertex w u , VALUE(P, W 0 , w ′ ) is of the form VALUE(P, W 0 , w ′ ) ∼ = (κ m ⊗ (r c 1 1 ⊗ r c 2 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ r a m m ⊗ · · · ⊗ r c n n )). For the terminal descendant w of the vertex w u , VALUE(P, W 0 , w) is to be of the form VALUE(P, W 0 , w) ∼ = (l 0 ⊗ (r c 1 1 ⊗ r c 2 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ r a m m ⊗ · · · ⊗ r c n n )).
Recalling that VALUE(P, W 0 , w) = l 0 ,
we get the desired a m = 0.
Indeed, A = ϕ I for a ZERO-test instruction I of the form
Performing this instruction I, machine M can move from the current configuration K u : a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m , . . . , a n ), to the next configuration K u+1 : a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m , . . . , a n ), such that K u+1 ∼ = VALUE(P, W 0 , v u+1 ). Hence, this configuration K t is the halting one: Proof. We bring together Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 4.1.
